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Two alphabets are employed for writing Gujarat!. One is the ordinary DSva-

nagari. It is not much used now-a-days, except by special

tribes, such as the Nagar Brahnians, but the first printed

GujaratI books were in that character. The other is known as the GujaratI alphabet,

and is the one in general use. It is based on the same original as Deva-nagari, and closely

resembles the ordinary Kaithi character employed all oyer Northern India. A Tirhutiya

scribe finds little difficulty in reading a GujaratI book. In ordinary mercantile corre-

spondence it is usual to omit all vowels except when initial, which makes the reading of

a banker's letter a task of some difficulty. It then corresponds to what is known m
the Mahajani script in Upper India, and in Gujarat it is known, as Va/$ia% or §arrafi

(from Vdnlo, a shop-keeper, and Sarrqf, a banker), or Bodid (from Bodi, clipped or

shorn).

As the GujaratI alphabet is treated exactly like D§va-nagari it is unnecessary to

give any lengthy explanation of its principles,—for which the reader is referred to the

account of the latter character on pp. 7 and ff. of Vol. V, Pt. ii. It will suffice

to give the forms of the letters.

These are as follows :

—

Vowels, etc.

*H a, *Ht a, y , $ I, % u, §1 u, % fi9
$1 e, 4 ai, % 6, Ai au,

* or ° both anustodr and annndsik. Although Gujarat! has both a short e and a long $f

no distinction is made in writing them. Nor is any distinction made between anustodr

and anunwik, both being represented by
°

Consonants.

*l ga 9 H gha, & na.

*t ja, $jh, °\fia.

4 da, & dh, m tya*

i da, H dha, *t na.

H ba, H bha, *H ma,

% la$ q tea or va.

H sa, & ha, <i\ la.

It will be noted that Gujarat! has a cerebral la.

The following examples show the employment of non-initial vowels :—
Hi ba, 9i bi, *>d bi, % bus \buf

- <*| bri.

^ be, 4 bai, »U bo, Hi bau,

The following are more or less irregular,

—

\ ru or ru, also ^ ru, *& ru,

•4 jd (hard|y irregular), & jl, % ju, «^ ju,

i dri, ^ Sfi, and & hri*

For some of these regular forms are also used. Thus, <t sri, J ru.

The following are examples of compound consonants :

—

$1 ksha, stjtia, M km, *i gwa.

xt tta, 1 tra, «t two, \<t pta.

*ct sta,
e* dwa, <k dya,

i\ ddha, -at Mia, *k swa,

& (or, better, |) fhtha (Itha), 01 hya, H dhya.

h ha,
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It will be seen that these ail closely follow Deva-nagari, and numerous other com-
pounds (which will be found in the grammars) are formed on the same principles. When
ra is the first member of a compound, it takes the form * Thus, 4, riha. When it is

not the firet member of a compound, it takes the form . Thus, w grya> n9 bra.

A good deal of this has been already dealt with oa pp. 329 and ff., and need not

be repeated. We may add that l is often written for * and u for
Pronunciation, --*%•• #a j ,r%

«. J&i is often pronounced rU (German U), but more commonly
as the English ru in ' rule/ The letter <t is a pure labial, as explained under Eajasthanl
(ante, p. 5.), and is r.t a denti-labial as in English. Before i% e, or y it is transli-

terated a>, otherwise w. The letter 4 is properly pronounced like the 88 in 'session,* bat
in some dialects sounds like an ordinary dental 8. The letter n is pronounced gnya> not

dnya as> *" MarathI In the Charotar tract, ch9 chh, j\ and jh are sounded t8§ Uhf dzf

and dzh> respectively (see pp. 394 and £f. below).

As a general rule, the spelling of Gujarat! is capricious, but recently steps have been
taken by the Educational Department, with a view to securing a nearer approach to

uniformity in this respect.

After the foregoing explanations, it is hoped that the following brief sketch of

Gujarat! Grammar will enable the reader to understand the
Grammar, •

specimens.
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